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Because Pop Stars Are People Too
By Jacob S. Combs







Trail Etiquette
Usually we are all about street riding, but lately, in talks with 

other cyclists, we have heard quite a few stories of close 
calls on the trails. Let's take a look at trail etiquette:

None of the trails in the Miami Valley are just for bikes, encounters with 
pedestrians, skaters, and horses are a regular thing. Cyclists have to yield 

to all others.

Cyclist are often the fastest and most quiet people on the trail. It is 
important to make yourself heard, either with a bell, or by announcing 

something like “coming up on your... (left/right).”

When riding alone stay on the right side of the path.

When riding in a group call out obstacles, like “joggers up”, “dog”, “bikes 
up”, and ride in single line when passing others.

Do not ride double wide in the areas with blind spots.

Before stopping on the trail check behind you and, if necessary 
announce to others that you stop, move to the side, do not block the path.

Stop and look at every road crossing.

miamivalleytrails.org
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Dine.
 God knows, Dayton has her share of 
pizza places, patio seating , beer joints 
and live music venues. How about a 
combo pack of all 4! South Park Tavern 
can answer the call.  Let’s talk Pizza. 
SPT has it all when it comes to choices. 
Ranging from crabmeat to sauerkraut, 
they have thought of everything. ‘The 
Incredible Factory Special’ is a personal 
favorite, and their Hawaiian is hard to 
beat! I order mine well done, something 
about the pineapple is.....yummy!
You like beer...or do you like BEER! 
How about up-to 25 draft choices, and 
to make your decision really tough, there 
are dozens of bottled choices as well.  
SPT inherently knows the importance of 
entertainment. It has been a big part of 
their success. A favorite of many is the 
Open Mic Night on Wednesdays. Check 
out their events calendar for details. With 
Summer dwindling away, the time is right 
for the patio at SPT. The neighbors from 
South Park fill it up early, but as the sun 
goes down, enjoy your third or fourth 
beer choice outside. The Beer Advocate 
voted it “Dayton’s Best Tavern!” , stop 
in and see why!  South Park Tavern is 
located at 1301 Wayne Ave.

AREA CODE                     
                 by: Josh stucky w/ Mark brewer

DRINK.
 There are few bars in any city that 
stand the test of time. If you know 
anything about the UD bar scene, then 
you know about a bar that has seen it 
all...Timothy’s. Never truly trying to be 
anything more than what it is, Timothy’s 
has maintained a certain place in bar 
history. It still features college budget 
beers, a dance floor filled with broken 
eardrums and the world famous POLE! 
There are thousands of things that could 
be changed by Timothy’s owners, and 
Thank God they haven’t changed a 
thing! Timothy’s patio in the fall is perfect 
to retreat from the craziness on the 
inside. Say what you will about the floors, 

bathrooms and noise....when you have 
what works, you have it all. Timothy’s 
has had it all since 1965! Grab a bar stool 
and a PBR at 1818 Brown Street!

Live.
 There are many choices when it comes 
to renting in Downtown Dayton. With 
positive changes, better parking and 
hands-on management, the Cannery is 
again a major contender.  Floor plans 
vary from 1 bedroom up to 3. Each unit 
is unique with many featuring amazing 
interior brick walls. A rooftop gathering 
place provides unbelievable city views, 
perfect for July 4th. The Cannery’s work-
out space is second to none in the city. 
The spaces inside honestly give a loft 
feeling, and the plentiful windows are 
a major plus. Being one of the largest 
residential properties in the city can 
present challenges, and the Cannery 
has had its share in the past. Today, 
it’s truly on the upswing, and with some 
great amenities in the apartments and 
the building itself, the Cannery stands 
proudly at the corner of E. 3rd and 
Wayne Ave.  
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DIY: FOOD & DRINK by: Reany

  Reany told me she liked making her 
own soy milk and that she would then 
use the pulp to make a variety of snacks 
for herself and the family. However, 
after meeting Maxwell (a friends English 
Mastiff) she was inspired to make 
him some doggy treats. So here it is 
Homemade Soy Milk and Doggie Treats! 
-editor
  You can invest in a soy milk maker if 
your budget allows it, you can also use 
a blender.  Making soy milk can be very 
simple to do at home and great for your 
soy milk latte in the morning!  

Homemade Soy Milk
1.  Wash 150 grams of dry soy beans & 
soak for 8 hours. Then drain water.  
2.  Add expended soy beans & 6 cups 
of water in a blender. Blend until smooth. 
3.  Cook the soy milk at medium on a 
stove-top, stir occasionally to prevent 
burning on the      bottom. 
4.  When the soy milk has almost came 
to a boil, turn the heat down to low and 
simmer for 5 minutes uncovered.   Do not 
drink under cooked soy milk. Continue 
cooking it to get rid of the unpleasant, 
raw soy flavor. 
6.  At this stage you can drink the soy 
milk with pulp in the milk or you can filter 
the soy pulp out for the next dish.

Soy Doggy Treats
 Did you know that some dogs are 
lactose intolerant like us?  Soy milk 
is a great replacement when making 
homemade doggy treats. Also, unsalted 
peanut butter is a great source of Vitamin 
B & E, fat, and protein that is healthy and 
delicious for all dogs to enjoy. You and 
your canine companion can both eat and 
enjoy the treats, because you dictate 
what goes into them. Seriously.

Peanut Soy Treats:  
1 1/2 cups whole wheat flour
1/4 cup rolled oats
1 tsp baking powder
1 cup soy milk
3/4 cup peanut butter

Directions
1.  Preheat oven to 350 degrees 
2.  Put your dry ingredients in a mixing 
bowl
3.  Using a food processor, blend all the 
liquid ingredients
4. Mix both dry & wet ingredients together 
and knead the dough till everything is 
well mixed.  Mixture should be somewhat 
sticky, adjust mixture with flour or soy 
milk to get a cookie dough constancy.  
5.  Roll out the dough on a floured work 
table to a 1/4” thickness & cut into desired 
dimension depending on your dog’s size. 
6.  Line up on an ungreased baking sheet 
& bake for 20 minutes.
7.  Leave the treats on cooling rack to 
cool completely before serving. 

 zombiedogzdayton.com

@Zombie_Dogz
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DIY: Music Speaker for Mobile Device
by: Lisa patrick-Wright

You will be amazed how this simple project 
will not only turn up the volume but, the 
quality of sound is even improved.! Try it, 
It will make you feel good.

Supplies:
Scissors
Toilet Paper Role
Mobile Device (phone, ipod, etc..)

Step 1: 
Cut a rectangular slit out of the middle of 
toilet paper role and fold backwards

Step 2: 
Slide phone into opening and pump up 
the jams

 
Lisa Patrick-Wright 
Co-Founder/Program Director,Grass Roots 
Enrichment and Wellness Center 
400 E. Fifth Street, Suite C. 
Dayton, Oh 45402 
937-723-6747 
www.grassrootsenrichment.com
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   Gamer Chicks: 

  There’s been a recent influx of women 
into the geek world.  Whether it be the 
empowering characters in video games, 
comics, and films, the actresses who 
embed themselves in the role of those 
characters, or the multitude of female 
fans, women are finding their place in 
a culture that, up until now, has been 
generally populated by men.  Being 
a “geek” or a “nerd” has gone from 
being a derogatory term to something 
that is considered “mainstream”.  With 
this comes a whole other issue in the 
gaming/geek community: someone who 
fakes being a “geek” to be accepted as 
part of the mainstream culture.
  Recently, a derogatory term for these 
ladies has cropped up.  The “fake-geek 
girl”; A girl who wears geek-ish clothing 
or pretends to like things such as comic-
books or video games as a means 
of aligning with the new mainstream 
culture or seeming seductive/alluring.  
Think of the floor models at a Con, you 
know dressing up in a “sexy version” of 
something that shouldn’t have a “sexy 
version”.  Sexy Thor, Sexy Captain 
America, Sexy Batman (not even Batgirl, 
but BATMAN!), it’s all a little weird.  You 
gotta think though they’re models they’re 
getting paid to walk the floor of the Con 
or be in booths helping display some 
new comic or video game.  A real nerd 
girl will dress up in something like Scarlet 
Witch, Daenerys Targaryen, She-Hulk, 
Jean Gray; you know bad ass women of 
comics, books, films, TV who don’t take 
shit from anyone.  You just have to know 

the difference between someone who 
gets paid to sell a product or promote a 
new movie vs. someone who is a part of 
Geek Culture.  
   Recently on a few social media websites 
this kind of berating was witnessed when 
a photo of a shaven-head girl was posted 
wearing a “Stop Wars” t-shirt written in 
the classic “Star Wars” font.  Imminently 
the photo received comments that 
ranged from, “she probably doesn’t even 
know what ‘Star Wars’ is” to lashing out 
and calling her a “fake-geek girl”.  Luckily 
cooler heads prevailed and another 
blogger commented on the photo stating 
that the “fake-geek girl” in the picture was 
none other than Natalie Portman, star of 
Star Wars Episode I-III.  So yes the girl in 
question not only knew about Star Wars; 
she was in them!  
  The problem that we face is chastising 
someone for liking what they actually like 
(something that every geek everywhere 
has endured at one point or another).  
Through online searches and massive 
amounts of my life spent playing video 
games, D&D, and watching hours of old 
cartoons I’ve learned a few things; one 
of them being that geek girls are just as 
plentiful as geek guys.  Just because they 
do other things besides play CoD multi-
player or watch hours of anime doesn’t 
make them any less of a geek.  I’ve met 
girls who have an entire family, but still 
find time after putting her kids to bed to 
kick some butt in multi-player shooters, 
I’ve met girls who watch Korean dramas 
and Avatar (the bending one, not the blue 

skinned dudes), I’ve met girls who have 
seen every episode of Dragon Ball Z and 
never told anyone how much they love it.  
 Whether they’re in the closet about 
their geekdom or they’re in an all-out 
tizzy about Sherlock and Doctor Who 
it doesn’t matter, there’s room in Hall H 
at Comi-Con for all the geek girls who 
love gaming, superheroes, and basically 
anything that wears a cape or goes 
faster than a speeding bullet.  As a huge 
geek myself I’m completely fine sharing 
the space with the fairer sex.  There’s 
enough dudes dressing up at San Diego 

Through online searches and massive amounts of my 
life spent playing video games, D&D, and watching hours 
of old cartoons I’ve learned a few things; one of them 

being that geek girls are just as plentiful as geek 
guys.  Just because they do other things besides play 

CoD multi-player or watch hours of anime doesn’t make 
them any less of a geek.

848 East Franklin Street, Centerville, Ohio (937) 938-9349
www.thereikiroomofdayton.com

Reiki is a Japanese 

technique that 

promotes healing 

through stress 

reduction 

and relaxation

848 East Franklin Street, Centerville, Ohio (937) 938-9349
www.thereikiroomofdayton.com

Dang Gina! These Geeks Be Gettin’ Sexier and Sexier!           
                                                      by: David WilliaMS

Comi-Con as Iron-Man and Deadpool 
to make up an entire army, I say we let 
the Invisible Women and She-Hulks 
have the spotlight for a while.  Besides 
without geek girls how are geeks ever 
going to overrun the world? Obviously 
us guys can’t do it by ourselves! World 
domination is only a step away.  

–Insert diabolic laughter here- 



  When you embark on these healthy 
fall season endeavors, do you kibbutz 
with nature or just pass it by? What are 
the names of your native trees, do your 
recognize a bird when it is calling to you or 
would you recognize a poisonous reptile 
from a affable snake? Understanding 
nature is part of the portrait of a wellness 
lifestyle. And by naturalist it doesn’t mean 
running around in the buff (although 
if that is your predilection this author 
recommends the south of France)!  Ohio 
State University has a perfect training 
program for amateur nature lovers; your 
only obligation is to share that passion 
with others.
 Ohio Certified Volunteer Naturalists 
(OCVN) program mission is “to promote 
the awareness and citizen stewardship 
of Ohio’s natural resources through 
science-based education and community 
service.” OCVNs are people who have 
a passion for nature’s family and for 
volunteering. Ohio is one of the most 
industrialized states of the Midwest. 
As it becomes ever more urban, it is 
harder for people to feel connected to 
nature and to safeguard the value of our 
natural resources for future generations. 
Ohio State offers this training in the 
hopes that this type of education will 
develop the conservation and advocacy 
attitudes of Ohio residents. Certification 
is an outgrowth of the National Master 
Naturalist Initiative and is currently 
affiliated with the Alliance of Natural 
Resource Outreach and Service 
Programs.
 OCVN training shows you the art of 
natural interpretation by hosting experts 
in the fields of everything from aquatic 
life to insects for an eight week course. 
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  Wellness: Naturalist Hiking, Cycling and Kayaking  
                                                                                                                             By: Rebecca Cress-Ingebo MLS, MSN, LMT

OCVN lecturers consist of professors 
or staff from the Ohio State extension 
office combined with regional specialists. 
Ecological concepts are outlined, 
stewardship principles reviewed and 
available volunteering opportunities are 
highlighted in the Local or State Park 
systems. You will walk away with a better 
understanding of Ohio’s geology, soils, 
plants, forests, birds, mammals, reptiles 
and amphibians. 
 There are currently thirteen chapters 
of OCVNs across the state. Southwest 
Riverlands chapter includes Greene, 
Montgomery, Warren, Clinton, Clark, 
Butler, Preble, Hamilton, Clermont, 
Fayette, Highlands and Champaign 
counties. OCVN helps to connect 
members with other nature devotees 
throughout the region and state. There 
are skill building workshops on topics like 
successful nature photography, native 
plants and integrated pest management. 
Several of the volunteer naturalists have 
authored guide books or children’s books 
about a natural phenomenon of their 
interest. In other cases, OCVN training 
has led to paying jobs in naturalist 
enterprises. 
 Naturalist opportunities, from the 
self-directed to the state organized, 
are limitless. This state has five 
physiographic regions and nature 
preserves in each area. Ohio Department 
of Natural Resources is the go to website 
for locations and hiking, kayaking and 
cycling activities. Hike through 89 Nature 
preserves: http://ohiodnr.com/tabid/860/
Default.aspx. There is great kayaking 
with the American Lotus water lilies at 
Cowan Lake State Park but other boating 

and paddling opportunities around the 
state are also listed: http://parks.ohiodnr.
gov/things-to-do/boating-paddling. 
Between the Rails to Trails Conservancy 
http://www.railstotrails.org/ourwork/
wherewework/midwest/projects/oh-
columbus-centralohiogreenway.html and 
the 257 miles of Mountain Bike Trails in 
the Ohio State Parks http://www.ohiodnr.
com/parks-blog/index.php/activities/
biking/  there are abundant locations to 
cycle in nature. All these websites provide 
you with the details you need to plan a 
trip. Many of these locations provide you 
with the opportunity to volunteer as a 
naturalist if you are an OCVN. See Ohio 
Certified Volunteer Naturalists at work 
on You Tube http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1cirb5bfxJc.
 If becoming a volunteer naturalist seems 
like too much work. There are more 
informal ways to learn about nature when 
you hike, bike and kayak. Try Meetup 
groups. There are International Nature 
Lovers’ Meetups of every flavor: http://
nature-lovers.meetup.com/.  And Ohio 
has its share of regional Meetups like 
Dayton Hikers, Team Green, Columbus 
Stand Up Paddle, and Ohio River Rat 
Society. Plus there are plenty of Ohio 
private hiking and cycling clubs http://
www.h ik ingandbackpack ing .com/
ohioclubs.html and http://www.ohiobike.
org/ohioclubs.htm. 
  Don’t miss a chance to learn more about 
nature’s mysteries when you sport about 
this fall. Training for OCVN is every fall or 
winter in preparation for the spring thaw. 
For an OCVN coordinators in your area 
check out  http://ocvn.osu.edu/local-
chapters.
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THE INTERGALACTIC 
NEMESIS, BOOK 2

January 24, 2014
Victoria Theatre

POTTED POTTER
HARRY POTTER PARODY   
October 12 - 13, 2013

Victoria Theatre

ALTON BROWN
LIVE!

ALTON BROWN LIVE!   
February 10, 2014

Schuster Center

???

BLACK VIOLIN   
May 2, 2014 • Victoria Theatre

This funky fusion of classical, jazz, hip-hop, 
blues and R&B smashes musical sterotypes.

TOM COTTER 
October 18, 2013 • Victoria Theatre
Finalist on NBC’s “America’s Got Talent” plus 
appearences on Comedy Central,“The Tonight Show 
with Jay Leno” and many more!

Your choice-pick one!

TOM COTTER 
1

2

Your choice-pick one!Your choice-pick one!
3

BUY THE SERIES 
& SAVE!

www.victoriatheatre.com

How about 3?
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  During 2005, I lived in a crappy apartment 
complex with my dog, Bernie, and a 
constantly changing cast of cats. The 
apartment next to me was occupied by one 
weird dude who would drink beer on his 
porch and make loud groaning sounds. I 
swear he was jerking off most of the time.
 He’d also told me about some werewolves 
that lived in the woods right outside our 
front doors. Not exactly the kind of neighbor 
to borrow sugar from.
  The apartment on the other side had been 
vacant for the majority of the year. That was 
until that summer, when  we got some relief 
from the Masturbating Werewolf Spotter.
That was the summer that the Mormons 
moved in.
 Just before they moved in, I was having 
band practice at my house almost every 
night of the week. My band-mates, 
Miranda and Jason, and I would walk past 
the vacant apartment every day.
One day we could see that a picture of 
Jesus had been hung on a wall inside 
the apt. OK, no biggie, people like their 
Jesus. A week went by and a huge wall 
map-with thumb tacks stuck in at random 

It’s More Fun With Mormons!                       
                                   by: Mindy Parade  

parts- appeared next to the Jesus picture. 
“What’s going on?” we wondered.
  As time went by, more and more pictures 
of Jesus appeared on the walls (they had 
left the blinds up, so naturally we had to 
peek inside) and we still had not seen a 
single, saved soul going in or out of the 
apartment.
 We started writing songs about the 
apartment that was obviously getting ready 
for Jesus. We were constantly shouting, 
“Are you ready for Jesus? He’s got himself 
a new apartment! Get ready for Jesus!” 
out the front door. I don’t know why we 
thought it was so funny, but I guess if you 
add up the mystery, Jesus, and skanky 
apartments, you get a recipe to write 
hilariously blasphemous songs at one in 
the morning, drunk off your ass on Steel 
Reserve.
 One night I found myself alone in my 
apartment, smoking weed, and there 
was a knock at my door. I peered out the 
peephole and standing on my doorstep 
were two angels, I mean, Mormons.
A wave of stoned paranoia washed over 
me. Then I told myself, “Hey! You’ve been 

preparing for this Jesus thing for a month! 
Open the door!” I opened the door with 
an ‘I’m not buying what yer sellin’ front’. 
They stood there smiling and introduced 
themselves. This was the first time I 
met Elder Walser and Elder G (short for 
Guglielmo). They just wanted to introduce 
themselves as my new neighbors. It was 
almost too much!
 I kept waiting for them to say, “Yeah...
so anyway, whatcha know ‘bout Jesus?” 
But it never happened! These Mormons 
were tricky, I thought. They try to make 
nice before they attempt brainwashing. I 
knew that they knew that I knew they were 
Mormons! They had on that gorgeous tell-
tale uniform; a crisp, white button up, short-
sleeve shirt, freshly pressed black trousers, 
a skinny, black clip-on tie and the ultimate 
accessory for any Mormon: a name tag 
perched on the front breast pocket, like a 
poseur pocket protector. And still, they said 
nothing about turning me onto the path of 
righteousness.
 Somehow, the subject of music was 
brought up and I found myself inviting them 
to my band practice the next night.
Back inside, I opened a beer and had a 
good laugh to myself and surely passed 
out shortly after.
  The next morning I ran into the Elders in 
the parking lot. They told me they discussed 
my invitation to come over and listen to 
music and if the offer still stood, they would 
like to come over that night. I told them, hell 
yeah, we would be practicing our set for an 
upcoming show and they should come and 
watch. But I warned them that we drank 
beer and smoked cigarettes and used foul 
language.
  After work I came home singing a tune and 
skipping because I was so excited. I had 
not told my bandmates! Miranda showed 
up and I said, “Dude. I have a super sweet 
surprise for you.”
“What? Good beer?”
“You wish,” I said- while handing her a big 

ass can of Steel Reserve.
  And at that moment . . . a knock at the 
door. “There it is!” I exclaimed. I opened 
the door and said, “Hey guys! Come on in! 
This is Miranda, Miranda, this is Elder G 
and Elder Walser. They just moved into the 
apartment next door!”
 They politely said hello and Miranda looked 
at me and mouthed, “What the fuck?” I just 
smiled and said that they were going to 
be our audience for the evening. We hung 
out for a bit and they asked us questions 
and we asked them questions. You know, 
a conversation. Turns out, they were really 
funny and shared our sense of humor and 
love for matching outfits. Moments later, 
Jason arrived. He walked in the door and 
said, “Hey, sorry I’m late-” and then, no shit, 
he dropped his guitar with a ‘BLANG’ when 
he noticed the two Mormons chilling on the 
sofa. I introduced them and he continued 
to look uncomfortable.
  I explained that they were our audience, 
and when he noticed we were drinking 
and smoking and having a good time, he 
relaxed noticeably. That’s when I noticed 
that he was wearing a band shirt with a 
naked lady on it and I chuckled to myself 
knowing that the Mormons were be praying 
for us later that night.
  We played our whole set for them and 
they really liked it. They said they weren’t 
allowed to listen to any music except 
songs about the Lord above and show 
tunes. We asked why they came to listen 
to us and they explained that a good little 
Mormon never turned down an invitation or 
a present.
   So basically, we could give them a tape of 
our band and they would HAVE to accept 
it and listen to it! At nine pm sharp, Elder 
Walser stood up and said, “Thank you very 
much for having us, but we must excuse 
ourselves.”
“Awwwww, come on!” said everyone, 
including Elder G.
“Sorry but the rules state that we have to 
be home by nine,” he said while staring at 
Elder G. He was obviously the stickler of 
the two.
  After they left, we laughed so hard at the 
ridiculous scene that had played itself that 
night. It was too much! We drank some 

Miranda and I sat on the porch, drinking and 
reminiscing about all things Mormon, when, Holy S__t 
. . .! What is this walking down the sidewalk? Mormons! 

They came to say goodbye (against the rules!) and to 
get a photo shoot in. What could we say?

Adam Eckley



more and surely, I passed out shortly 
afterward.
  As the summer moved on, I hung out 
with the Mormons quite a bit. They were 
always offering to help me with gardening 
or walking Bernie or any other chore I had. 
We got along well and I always wondered 
how two normal, hilarious dudes got mixed 
up in Mormonism. They told me they 
were missionaries and that at the age of 
18, all would-be Mormons got plucked 
from their homes and sent out into the 
world. Most made it back, but some got 
tempted into ‘Girls and Booze’ and never 
returned. Interesting. I commented on how 
they never tried to turn me Mormon and 
they replied that that was not how they 
thought people should get introduced to 
the church. They thought it should be of a 
person’s own free will, free of coercion. I 
found this odd. And frankly, f__king false, 
and told them we should start a contest: 
Contest Conversion. I would try to convert 
them to girls and booze and they could try 
to turn me into a Mormon freak. They just 
laughed, but I was serious.
  I took them to our awesome cemetery, 
Woodland, one day and they had to get 
permission to leave their ‘Zone’. I showed 
them some sites and we had a great time. 
I took their pictures at the highest point in 
Dayton, and they totally cheesed it up with 
Rodin’s ‘Thinker’ poses and such. When I 
got home, I noticed that Elder G had left his 
camera in my car. I made a ransom note: 
requesting a pack of cigarettes, $10,000, 
and Jesus all to be delivered after 9pm to 
my apartment. I slipped the note in their 
mail slot and headed back to my house 
for band practice where I told Miranda and 
Jason about the note.
  An hour or so into practice, at precisely 
9:01 pm, my front door flew open and 
a bunch of stuff was tossed in quickly 
before the door slammed shut. It was the 
Mormons. They held up their side of the 
ransom delivering $10,000 in fake money, 
a handmade box of ‘Elder Tobacco’ holding 
beef jerky cigarettes and a postcard of 
Jesus, all after 9pm. God damn it all, these 
guys were good. (I, too, held up my end of 
the ransom note and returned the camera 
the next day.) Technically, they broke the 
rules so that brings the score to Mindy-1, 
Mormons-0.
  One day, we were hanging on the porch, 
I was drinking a beer and painting and 
they were just relaxing. Two other Elders 
showed up and I disliked them immediately. 
They kept asking me questions about 
religion and being a single woman 
drinking a beer on my porch at three in 
the afternoon. These two really bought 

into the whole ‘Men are the head and 
women are the neck’ bologna. I answered 
their questions with sarcastic belches. I’m 
certain I impressed them. The next night 
my Elder neighbors came to inform me that 
they were no longer permitted to hang out 
with me in my house, or without another 
man present.
 What crap! I now had my old familiar 
hatred for the Mormon religion. Not for MY 
Mormons, but for the rest of that snitching 
dude party.
 They broke the rules two more times. Once 
by watching a VHS tape of the show my 
band played that we practiced for on our 
first night together, (Awwww...) and once 
again by having dinner with myself and two 
other girls (gasp!) on my front porch.
  The night we watched the tape of the show, 
they opened up about their experiences 
with girls and booze. ( Elder G had been 
drunk and even kissed a girl!) I asked if 
they had ever seen Orgasmo. Elder G said 
he had and thought it was funny and Elder 
Walser had not seen it nor had he wanted 
to. I asked why they didn’t ride around on 
bikes like good little Mormons, and Elder 
Walser said that Elder G was too lazy, to 
which he confirmed. That was a good night.
On the night of the dinner, I made them 
manicotti, strawberry avocado salad and 
Nan bread. Miranda bought them a fancy 
pack of root beer while we drank real beer 
from travel mugs so we wouldn’t get them 
in trouble. This was the first time my friend 
Adrienne met them and was skeptical 
even though I had been talking about them 
nonstop for 2 months. I think she fell in love 
when I asked them to arrange the chairs 
for dining while I got the manicotti from the 
oven. When I went inside, this happened:
“We are AWESOME at the arrangement of 
chairs!” Elder G said to Adrienne.
“Yeah! Check this one out!” chimed in Elder 
Walser. And with that, he hefted a chair on 
top of the dining table. Elder G somehow 
hung a chair from the rafters of my porch. 
A chair was tossed onto Masturbating 
Werewolf Spotter’s porch. Another was 
perched in a bush. The last was simply 
slung over the shoulder of Elder G. 
Adrienne was cracking up when I walked 
outside, and I could see why immediately. 
I knew she was thoroughly impressed 
when I exclaimed, “My chairs! What kind of 
Mormons are you?!”
  Then Elder G ripped off his name-tag and 
threw it on the table and announced, “It’s 
over!”
Mindy-3, Mormons-0.
  My score dropped to zero when a few days 
later, they were gone. No Jesus pictures 
hanging on the walls, no Mormons to greet 

me and offer a helping hand, nothing. Just 
gone, like, vanished-during-the-night-via-
a-comet-to-Jesus gone. Miranda and I 
were crushed. I mean, we REALLY liked 
them.
 And now there was no one to listen to our 
songs about Holy Cunnilingus. No one 
to make jokes about bike-riding Brigham 
Young’s being retaliated with jokes about 
callouses on their door-knocking-knuckles 
or people hiding under their fridges when 
they appeared at the door.
  It hurt my heart that they left without saying 
goodbye. But a few days later I received 
a letter from the Elders! It explained that 
they had to be relocated because we were 
having too much fun and they had no say so 
in the matter. I was crushed, but what can 
you do? They were after all, MORMONS. 
Miranda and I sat on the porch, drinking 
and reminiscing about all things Mormon, 
when Holy S__t . . .! What is this walking 
down the sidewalk? Mormons! They came 
to say goodbye (against the rules!) and to 
get a photo shoot in. What could we say? 
We took some goofy-ass photos of us all 
praying, a Mormon Pyramid and whatnot. 
They said that they were sorry for moving 
and that they would never forget us. It’s 
been 8 years and I still always think of 
them. We wrote a blasphemous song about 
them and played it live on Wright State’s 
radio show, ‘Rock and Roll Insomniac.’ I’ve 
always wondered if they ever heard it.
I have saved and treasured this last email 
that Elder G sent me:
  Howdy! Well I have been moved to East 
Columbus...It is pretty cool. I have actually 
been around this area like two other times 
so I know it pretty well. So yeah, it is cool. 

Enjoy Ohio's Bounty!
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My number here is (614)xxx-xxxx and 
my address is xxxx Fountain Lane APT x 
Columbus Ohio 43213. I’ll probably call 
you later today but I just thought I’d drop a 
line and see if I got your email correct. :-D
Oh, one other thing...Ok, you know 
how Walser is kinda a rules nazi...well 
technically we aren’t supposed to write to 
girls in the mission or email or call or crap 
like that and so he wanted me to let you 
know that he doesn’t hate you but that he 
probably won’t write until he goes home. 
So yeah…
  But you know what...I think you’re way too 
freaking awesome to lose touch with so I 
figure I can break a few rules. :-P Anyways, 
I will talk to you later today/tonight. Hope 
you have a great day/night :)
Love ya tons,
Elder G.
 He called once. That email address with 
canceled shortly afterward.

 Mindy Parade knows the words 
to more songs than you think she 
does. She has a blog thingy over at 
ConversingWithEarthlings.wordpress.
com. You can email her if you wanna-
missmockduck@gmail.com.

Adam Eckley
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OFF THE RADAR: Because pop stars are people too.         
                                                                                  by: Jacob S. Combs

  Over the past two decades, there has 
been a significant force quietly making 
its way into underground music. It is a 
force that thrives on a strict DIY (do-it-
yourself) ethic with help from like-minded 
individuals. It feeds off of dissatisfaction 
with the world in which we find ourselves, 
with optimism that we can build a better 
one we all can be proud of. It comes from 
sleepless nights far from home, both 
physically and emotionally. Whatever 
intent may lie behind it, this unmistakable 
force takes its form in riotous sing-alongs 
in crowded living rooms with the use of 
instruments atypical of what most would 
consider “punk.”
  What is folk punk? is a question that 
leaves many show-goers scratching their 
heads, no matter their level of involvement 
in DIY music. As a word combination, “folk 
punk” is likely to be met with confusion, 
and sometimes, even a grimace. While 
the style itself favors acoustic instruments 
over more traditional punk arrangements 
of guitar, drums and bass, it can easily 

match and even surpass the energy of 
its pop-punk and hardcore peers. Some 
bands embrace the classic structure of 
punk instrumentation and add their own 
flavor to it--Defiance, Ohio is rounded 
out by violin and cello; Ramshackle 
Glory pushes the limits of stage space 
with accordion, banjo, and trombone in 
addition to drums, bass and guitar. Many 
artists opt for an all-acoustic setup, making 
it possible to tour by hopping trains and 
hitching rides to shows, busking on city 
streets for extra money during downtime. 
So, is folk punk even a thing? Or are punk 
bands just a little more creative than they 
once were?
  I distinctly recall the first time I ever 
listened to Ghost Mice. “The Moon Will 
Rise” was on a burnt mix CD made by my 
sister’s ex-boyfriend. I wasn’t sure what 
to make of it at the time. It was raw, but 
also pretty. It was angry, but in a fun way. 
I listened to it again. And after that, again. 
I eventually let the rest of the CD play, but 
not before I memorized most of the lyrics. 
As bluegrassy as it sounded, with just 
acoustic guitar and violin backing up two 
voices, there was no question that this 
was a punk band:”The only silver bullet 
they use/Is that TV in your living room/
And all you’ve got to do is pull the plug/
Don’t go to the store today/No, don’t you 
dare buy anything/Instead, go out and try 
to fall in love.” Luckily for me, my years 
of unhappy adolescence came at a time 
when I could find anything on the Internet 
and make myself a part of it, and that’s 
exactly what I did.
  I found out Ghost Mice--Chris Clavin 
on guitar and harmonica, Hannah Jones 
on violin, both of whom sing--have been 
writing, touring, and putting out records 
since 1994. That same year saw the 

genesis of Plan-It-X Records, a label 
started by Chris Clavin and his best friend 
Sam. With a slogan that reads more 
like a mantras, “If it ain’t cheap, it ain’t 
punk,” Plan-It-X Records is a staunchly 
independent label that sells CDs and 
tapes out of its distro for no more than $5, 
T-shirts and LPs rarely exceeding $10. 
Houses, art galleries, bookstores and 
parks are venues generally preferred by 
bands on PIX, as opposed to noisy bars 
and large rock clubs. While some bands 
like Andrew Jackson Jihad, Mountain 
Goats and Against Me! have experienced 
much of their success after releasing 
material on other labels, their names 
are still on the Plan-It-X roster. With no 
contracts signed, it isn’t rare for artists to 
move to another label (sometimes indie, 
sometimes major) after working with PIX.
While both Ghost Mice and Plan-It-X 
have created a nest for themselves in 
the small-yet-progressive college town 
of Bloomington, Indiana the influence 
they have continues to span nations; 
and there seems to always be a crop of 
young talent eager to meet Chris and 
work with him to get their music out. 
Having put out early releases by Fifteen, 
Japanther, and This Bike Is A Pipe Bomb, 
the musical prospects of the label have 
never been limited to the made-up genre 
of folk punk; but there is a certain pattern 
to be found in the songwriting. Themes of 
ambiguous gender identity, drug abuse, 
mental illness, feminist issues, poverty, 
bigotry, and feelings of general alienation 
are at first a hard pill for many to swallow, 
gaining Plan-It-X a reputation in some 
circles for being preachy and placing too 
much focus on being politically correct. 
From “Heterosexuality Is A Construct” by 
Durham, England-based duo ONSIND: “I 
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am not a heterosexual man/That dick in 
your boxers, that’s not who I am/I don’t fit 
into your neat little plan, and I never will.” 
It’s bold, and a bit radical for the tastes of 
some, but for two grown men to tear apart 
patriarchal ideals to an audience who 
needs it now more than ever, it’s entirely 
necessary.
  ONSIND (an acronym for One Night 
Stand In North Dakota, a statement on 
the lack of abortion clinics in the state) are 
one of several Plan-it-X acts Dayton has 
been lucky to witness in recent years. In 
back yards and living rooms, at Omega 
Music, Blind Bobs and the now-defunct 
Dayton Dirt Collective, our fair city has 
been lucky enough to host many names 
on the list of PIX artists and affiliates: 
Garrett Walters, Madeline Ava, Captain 
Chaos (Chris Clavin), Landlord, Kyle Hall, 
Dogbreth, Defiance, Ohio, Delay, Brook 
Pridemore, Fashanu; the list continues.
 Plan-It-X Records has taken several hits 
in the last several years. Chris moved 
to Cairo, Illinois with some friends to 
run a coffee shop and DIY space called 
Ace of Cups (unrelated to the Columbus 
venue) in what was once a Knights of 
Columbus building. After the financial 
strain became too much, they located 
back to Bloomington. Surviving the 
deaths of close friends Sam (founder 
of PIX) in 2009 and Anthony (who was 
constantly organizing shows and events) 
in 2012, Chris remains the main driving 
force behind the label. It doesn’t stop at 
the music, though. Bloomington recently 
concluded its first Chaos Fest, an all-
inclusive, citywide event where everyone 
was encouraged to host one or more of 
their own events, music-related or not. 
This Halloween season will mark the 
second annual Punktoberfest, a similar 
idea with multiple events around town 
(last year included an all-acoustic trick-
or-treat show under a park shelter). With 
such a rich history and an active present, 
Plan-It-X Records will be celebrating its 
20th birthday next summer at Plan-It-X 
Fest 2014--a massive, two-day punk rock 
summer camp.
  So, all artists, labels, and general hoopla 
aside, what is folk punk? At that, what’s 
anti folk? How about riot folk? What do we 
call it? Are they honest representations 
of the music, or are they arbitrary genre 
labels put upon bands to pigeonhole their 
sound and limit their audience? I’m really 
not sure, myself. I do know that, whatever 
this music is, whatever it represents, 
whoever its audience is, whatever we’re 
supposed to call it; it’s real. And honestly, 
a lot of us found it at a time when we really 
needed it.
  Jacob S. Combs is a daydreamer who is 
easily startled and doesn’t know what he 
wants to be when he grows up. www.victoriatheatre.com/series/family
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  When I was in the first or second grade, 
my teacher delivered a writing lesson about 
“the Friendly Letter.” There on the oversized 
notepad clipped to an easel, she carefully 
drew in the parts of a letter: the date, the 
greeting, the body, and the signature. This 
was our first introduction to the genre, 
with the exception of letters to Santa—the 
quality of which improved drastically after 
the lesson. That night at dinner, when my 
parents asked me what I had learned that 
day, I said, “We learned about friendly 
letters.” This led to a discussion between 
my parents and brothers about which letters 
of the alphabet seemed the friendliest. 
“O” was judged to be the friendliest, and 
“S” was all right too, but “K” and “X” were 
very unfriendly indeed, while “Z” was a real 
bastard. I couldn’t understand our mis-
communication at first, and felt confused by 
the conversation spurred from my account 
of the school day. I waited for a break 
between the bantering one-upmanship –
one that must necessarily extinguish after 
twenty-six comments. I explained what 
I had really meant by “letter,” apparently 
to their disappointment. The ensuing 
conversation was less sparkling.

Against the Defamation of Characters             
                                  by: Victoria Harley
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Though they were less interested in a 
discussion of genre, they were hell-bent 
on determining the emotional character of 
characters—an exercise in psychology or 
linguistics--or advertising. Plenty of us have 
played word-association games, but what 
about character-association? The further 
into the future we go, the more we value 
abbreviation, and the word is losing out to the 
character. Take the letter “E”—when placed 
before practically any word, it radically 
changes the meaning. eCommerce, 
eCards, eBay, eTrade, eGames, (and to 
a lesser extent, eCigarattes) all dwell in 
the era of electronic networks. In just one 
letter, an entire second existence, a parallel 
universe of electronic activity reside. Most, 
if not all of our accounts, personal, financial, 
professional, and recreational, exist in 
duplicate, and probably triplicate, stored 
in hard drive farms inside a windowless 
building in the midwest. 
  But when examined critically, my eSelf 
is an identity more or less constructed 
by choice, through the use of this handy 
product called the internet. The act of 
“e-ttachment” is merely evidence of very 
successful marketing—as if the barrage 
of products and services ensuing weren’t 
evidence enough. This helpful reduction 
to a single-letter signifier, extends beyond 
mere advertising—it alters the course of our 
language.  I mean, when was the last time 
you heard someone say “electronic mail” 
with any seriousness? One could make the 
same case for the “iProduct” phenomenon, 
but thanks to Apple’s proprietary 
litigiousness, the “i” will lose out to the “E” 
in its attachment to innovation. Though I’m 
still waiting for a USB powered waffle iRon. 
(While an “i” before your product might be a 
marketing win, garnering a “B” label injures 
your work—relegating you to the ranks 
of Ed Wood, Bruce Campbell, and Treet 

Williams.)
  Though the “I” stood for “internet,” it’s 
absurdly appropriate to both the nature 
of the products themselves, and the 
generation of consumers eagerly adopting 
the habits they afford. The iPod allowed the 
individual to reject the auditory world in favor 
of a soundtrack of their own choosing—the 
ultimate narcissist act of willing insulation 
from reality. Ride a subway train in any 
industrialized city on the planet— nearly 
everyone sports earbuds casually, as 
if they were jewelry, or headphones 
intensely, as if they were mixing the score 
to their own commute. The iPhone and 
iPad, ever-widening in application, merely 
brought the idea to a logical conclusion, 
deftly asserting independence and isolation 
in tandem. Though these products find 
consumers across all demographics, there 
is little doubt that “the young people” have 
a stronger affinity for the lifestyle it creates. 
This is how twenty-one year olds can make 
a comfortable living designing apps—an 
abbreviation I fear is here to stay.  
  These electronic signifiers gained traction 
as their respective technologies flourished 
in the nineties and the aughts, and marked 
the era with the unique possibilities online 
computing had to offer. The prevalence 
of these letter booms shifts across the 
decades. Consumers of eighties culture will 
attest to the staggering prevalence of “Z”s. 
We awoke one day to find “Z” attached to 
radio stations, automobiles, designer jeans, 
and musicians—if Vitamin Z can indeed be 
described as music. Wild extremity or self-
indulgent fantasy took the letter “Z” and held 
it close: Z Cavaricci pants, the Z-Man, and 
the Z28 Camaro—which, incidentally, has 
been revived for the wildly self-indulgent 
consumer of 2014. Even the iconic DMC-12 
luxury car, was designed and produced by 
one John Z. Delorean, a man known largely 

I hesitate to credit all cultural trends to men in 
expensive suits, particularly when association is 

subjective, and generational identity is unstable at best. 
However, one cannot deny the power of the feedback loop 

between those doing the buying, and those the selling.
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for two things: gull-winged doors and drug 
trafficking. “Z”s haven’t fallen out of fashion 
completely, not while Jay-Z keeps retiring 
and zombie movies make a profit at the box 
office. Their associations were not purely 
outrageous—film devotees can point to 
Costa Gravas’ “Z” or the Z-Channel, one of 
the first cable pay stations in the country, 
one that devoted programming to art house 
cinema. 
   Not far ahead—or behind, “X” took hold of 
the image makers and daring marketeers. 
Reviving an old sociological catch-all, 
“generation X” was initially used to describe 
the children growing up in the aftermath 
of the second world war— particularly 
those in Europe, where the soot and ash 
of firebombing, and the shelled to hell 
buildings filled the senses with desolation 
and grim realism about the fragility of life 
at the hands of political war machines. 
Photographer Robert Capa coined the 
term in the 1950s, the title to an exhibition 
of portraits of these children. It wasn’t 
until1991 when author Doug Copeland 
revived the term in Generation X: Tales for 
an Accelerated Culture. Perhaps he found a 
similarly paralyzed youth, one that endured 
Reagan, AIDS, constant (though distantly 
removed) warfare, swelling bureaucracy, 
and moronic anti-drug propaganda. The 
future was anything but certain. (isn’t it 
always?) 
 Mathematically, “x” represents an 
independent variable, an unknown value 
to be determined through a series of 
operations. Perhaps “Generation X” 
proved too helpful an analogy for Madison 
Avenue— one that implies a cultural 
vacuum. An apathetic and disinterested 
demographic failed to defend itself from 
corruption, as those in advertising and 
marketing began its order of operations, 
working to determine the value of “X”. 
This leaves the generation vulnerable to 
prescribed definition, one that appears now 
to be circumscribed to products and non-
traditional sporting events. Of course there 
are exceptions. X represents punk music, 
pornography, and when drawn across the 
back of your hand, that awkward period 
between legal adulthood, and legal alcoholic 
abuse, or it might signify a nauseating 
devotion to sobriety. (XhardcorX) 
  I hesitate to credit all cultural trends to 
men in expensive suits, particularly when 
association is subjective, and generational 
identity is unstable at best. However, one 
cannot deny the power of the feedback 
loop between those doing the buying, and 
those the selling. Verizon didn’t invent 
texting language, (or texting either) but 
their products, and their competitor’s 

products inadvertently contribute to the 
acceleration of abbreviated, and reworked 
language. It’s become so commonplace, 
and characteristic of the technology, that 
the language is adopted into the advertising 
for the product itself. 
  Texting language horrifies some, and 
bewilders others. Time magazine offers 
articles like “A-Z: Teen Text Terms Decoded 
for Confused Parents,” a comprehensive 
list of abbreviated language for the parent 
who invaded their child’s privacy, and 
discovered they couldn’t decipher the 
language they found. (No thought given 
to just asking the child themselves…) You 
can find about six or seven other parenting 
blogs with similar hot sheets. But decoding 
aside, txt language has a place. In a txt. 
Have you ever gotten an email that read 
like a txt (Sent from my iPhone)? Don’t 
blame the kids, blame the marketing.
 txt is not a spoken medium. (It’s barely a 
written one.) But whatever linguistic “threat” 
it poses is minimal, if non-existent. The use 
of abbreviated language conserves the most 

precious resource there is—time. In that 
sense, these compressed lexemes respect 
both the author and audience, freeing both 
from redundancy, or the meaningless ring of 
over-explained phenomenon. Stenography 
created the space and time for up-to-the-
second record-keeping and the periodic 
table reduced complex elements to a letter 
or two.
  But elite systems of abbreviated code don’t 
belong solely to the advertisers, scientists, 
bureaucrats, and teenagers. There are 
those pictorially friendly abbreviations that 
adopt the form of the character to describe 
the object or action. T-square, U-turn, 
V-neck, T-bone, O-face, T-shirt—with a 
good imagination, you can almost visualize 
each. Though our language is supposedly 
phonetic, we still occasionally employ 
our characters as visual symbols into our 
spoken language. Imagine describing a 
K-turn to someone without using the word 
“K-turn.” It might take a minute. Though a 
“K-turn” isn’t a product, it is a concept, a 
helpful trick to get yourself turned around. 
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 The intersection continues in the opposite 
direction when it comes to txt language. 
Here, the homophone is king—as we 
use numbers, letters, and symbols 
interchangeably to suit our messages. 
Thx, I appreci8 it. : D. Should such a 
message be uncovered 1,000 years in the 
future, would they find our mixed use of 
symbols depressing, as so many English 
teachers might, or remarkably inventive 
and complex? Moveable type, the meta-
product of the Renaissance made room for 
religious, ideological, political, and scientific 
marketing. The explosion of printed 
materials, and the ideas therein might be 
likened to the proliferation of electronic 
communiques that result in the movement 
of bodies, ideas, and capital today. 
Products beget markets, and markets 
beget products—while the artist, engineer, 
and entrepreneur learn from experience in 
the scramble to meet the demand.    
  Victoria Harley - Revisionist, enthusiast, 
and a little out of place. Dayton resident- 25 
years.
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 Jonathan Phillips, aka Philly Phil, 
has been bringing the fun to the party 
for nearly his entire life.  Owner and 
operator of Philly Phil Entertainment and 
merchandising company Forty Oh-Zee 
Clothing, Phil has been pulling talent 
from all genres and areas of the industry 
with expert precision and always with a 
smile. He sees talent everywhere and 
knows how to bring it to the public. Phil 
shares how a life of passion for music 
and entertainment has led him to doing 
the work that makes him the happiest.
 1975 - “Don’t piss people off, just 
keep ‘em happy.” Young Philly Phil got 
schooled on picking the right records 
to fit the crowd, looking through and 
stacking up 45’s for his Dad’s door to 
door business selling suits. Phil’s job 
was keeping the music going during the 
presentation of the kind of suits with the 
soaring collars, flared legs and all with 
hat and shoes to match. His Dad taught 
him early to choose music that keeps 
the crowd up and enjoying themselves, 
ready to spend some money.  
 1979-82 – During his freshman and 

Clash of the Titans: How Philly Phil Brought the Funk           
                                                                                by: Katie Modras-Anible

sophomore years of high school Phil 
and his crew threw and D.J.’d constant 
basement shows and house parties.  
“We’d have like one chair in the basement 
– we wanted to keep everybody up and 
dancing.”  Parliament Funkadelic, Peter 
Frampton, Grand Master Flash, the Ohio 
Players, ACDC, Gary Numan, Devo, 
Sugarhill Gang – as the night went on 
they’d mix popular radio songs with 
progressively more underground music – 
punk rock and rap 12 inches coming in 
from the East Coast. They also started 
making their first mix tapes, designing 
the cassette covers and doling them 
out to their friends and classmates that 
would come to the parties.  
  1982 – Phil and one of his best D.J. 
friends went right into the Air Force after 
graduation and they were stationed 
together in upstate NY with William 
Strohman, aka Boogie Knight of the hip 
hop group Boogie Boys from Harlem. 
They and a few other airmen rappers 
started throwing dorm parties on base.   
Wherever Phil went he brought the party.  
He always happened to be in the right 

place at the right time to experience the 
evolution of hip hop first hand, getting to 
hang out in some of the legendary hip 
hop clubs when the genre was in its early 
stages, like the Latin Quarter and the 
Fever, among others.    
  “I got a chance to be around hip hop 
when it was just starting up.  First being 
exposed to it  here (in Dayton) and 
then being stationed in New York.  I got a 
chance to see them (Boogie  Boys) 
record in Chung King Studios, the same 
studio that Beastie Boys and Run DMC 
recorded in. - I got to see Grand Master 
Flash and I saw Parliament Funkadelic 
play at the Red Parrot during that 
time.” 
  1984 – Stationed in the Philippines in 
Angeles City, Phil worked as a security 
cop on the Air base, but spent most of 
his time living and hanging out in the 
city, a lively 3 mile strip of clubs, open air 
bars, restaurants and shops. There was 
always a crowd of all ages and always 
a party, some places open 24 hours a 
day. American music was big and not just 
because of the neighboring American 

base. Western pop music traveled quick 
and hip hop was huge, hence the crews 
of Filipino break dancers and D.J.’s. Phil 
started spinning records at these village 
clubs and of course kept bringing the 
house party and producing mix tapes. 
Phil’s brother owned a record shop back 
home in Dayton and would send him 
vinyl of all the new stuff in the states, so 
he always had a great mix.  
  1987 – Back stateside West Coast hip 
hop was getting big; Eazy E, Sir Mix a 
Lot, World Class Wreckin’ Cru.  Phil 
was in Montana and continued throwing 
parties at the base dorms and spinning 
around nearby Montana State University. 
Phil heard that a sub shop in Great Falls 
wanted to have a hip hop commercial 
so he and his buddy went into the radio 
station, with cases of records in tow. 
They laid down some quick tracks on 
the spot and everybody loved it. “Pretty 
soon everybody in Great Falls wanted a 
hip hop radio commercial; restaurants, 
corner stores…”- Around 30 different 
businesses hired Phil and his dude to 
produce hip hop jingles. 
  1989 – Phil moved to Florida where 
he earned a degree in the recording 
arts through Full Sail University, gaining 
extensive experience in studio recording 
and mastering. He made his way back 
up to Ohio and interned at Ligosa 
Sound Studio, partially run by lyricist 
and producer Mark Liggett, who worked 
with the “Dance Queen of the World”- 
Shannon in the 80’s and produced for 
the Blessed Union of Souls. The studio 
was well known for producing dance 
remixes of popular tracks over the years. 
Phil got to work with artists such as Toni 
Braxton and Cincinnati R&B duo The 
Deele, featuring Babyface while learning 
everything from production to distribution, 
further developing his repertoire of music 
industry know-how.  
  1992 – 1996 - Phil made a genre  
shift when he started producing and 
managing for garage rock band, Stich 
from Cincinnati. They shared a practice 
space in the city with other Cincy bands 
the Afghan Whigs and the Greenhornes, 
who had a side project called the The 
Raconteurs with Detroit native Jack 
White. Having followed the progression 
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of hip hop through the 80’s, Phil found 
himself in the Midwest garage rock 
pocket, partying with those that would 
work to define 90’s rock and what was 
yet to come.   
  Late 90’s - With the birth of his son, 
Dillon, Phil took an industry hiatus until 
working a short stint as Chief Sound 
Engineer on the island of St. Lucia in 
the Caribbean for Club Med.  He was in 
charge of providing all music and sound 
on the whole resort; ambient music in the 
foyers and restaurants, barbecues on 
the beach, theater shows, deck shows, 
dance parties, etc. Like his time in the 
Philippines, Phil took every opportunity 
to spend time among the native people in 
the shanty towns and returned to his D.J. 
days.   
  “I got a chance to D.J. in some of these 
clubs and every flat surface that there 
was, there would be people standing. 
There’d be a ledge along the wall 
and people would be standing there - 
holding on, just partying.  There was 
this huge wall of subs – a whole wall full 
of speakers.  You’d be in this small ass 
booth, me and a couple other D.J.’s just 
taking turns. – People dancing on tables 
– dancing on chairs – It was wild!”  
  2000 – 2007 – Back in Ohio Phil is 
contacted by his friend Paul Moran, a 
big hockey fan, to D.J. a weekly concept 
night he’d come up with, the Hockey 
Fight Night.  Simple as pie, Phil would 
spin records for upwards of six hours 
while tapes of hockey fights would play 
on the T.V. screens. And the people 
loved it.  Hockey Fight Night would 
dominate every Tuesday for about two 
years. During this time Phil hooked up 
with other D.J. crews in Cincy, like the 
Animal Crackers, and participated in the 
highly popular annual hip hop festival, 
Scribble Jamz.  Phil explains with a 
laugh, that there is a degree of posturing 
involved with getting involved with any 
city’s hip hop subculture, “I’d come with 
my records and stand around and they 
wouldn’t let me play. That happened for a 
few months.  But that’s how it is, if you’re 
humble and hang around until they give 
you a shot to play - and once they saw 
I could play, I could hang.” He started 
doing merchandising and distribution 
for these different underground artists 
while getting the opportunity to open for 
well respected D.J.’s like Grand Master 
Theodore - father of “scratching”, DJ 
QBert, and D.J. Kool Herc.  

  In Columbus it was the same story.  
Phil was eventually embraced by the 
underground scene and got to work with 
and became good friends with D.J. PRZM 
of hip hop group Spitball and produced 
his final solo album posthumously when 
he passed from heart failure.  Once 
again Phil found himself planted right 
where the action was in the scene with 
other underground rappers in Columbus 
gaining more mainstream attention, such 
as Copywrite and RJD2.  The Annual hip 
hop Convergence at Antioch College in 
Yellowsprings drew Phil and eventually 
got him into the position of M.C.ing the 
entire event.  Around this time he got 
familiar with the Skratchmatik crew in the 
Dayton area as he spread out to connect 
with all areas of the scene. 
 2010 – present - Phil has always 
continued making his mix tapes; the 
Hustler’s Day Off series showcasing 
dozens of up and comers. He’s found 
more and more opportunities to make 
his living through the music industry 
as time went on; road managing for 
the likes of Bootsy Collins, Blowfly, 
Ruckus Roboticus, and Skratchmatik, 
to name only a few.  With his lifetime 
of experiences he has acted as friend 
and mentor to upcoming groups and 
artists of many genres. He’s done work 
with groups like Jasper the Colossal, 
Nightbeast, Yeti Master and currently 
the Village Fam of Yellowsprings.  “I’m 
always learning everywhere I go, from 
whoever I’m working with.” Phil stresses 
that it’s all in the personal connections 
that are made through producing and 
going to see music, meeting people 
one on one. Sharing what each is 
working on and developing friendships 
that are focused around mutual support 

and interest is what’s important.  This 
sentiment resonates in all the work Phil 
puts his hand to, all of the shows he puts 
together, and recordings he collaborates 
on.  
  On September 15, 2013 Philly Phil will 
be bringing together another incredible 
event at One Eyed Jack’s. Openers 
include Mad Dukez and Fresh Kils from 
Buffalo NY, the former rapping over the 
latter producing live beats. Hafrican of 
Polar Records from Columbus will be 
performing solo and the Village Fam 
from Yellowsprings will be bringing the 
party as always. G-Swiss from upstate 
NY returns again to the Dayton stage 
while other locals Tino, Sparechange, 
DJ Shorty, Skratchmatik, GB, and Beat 
Boxers Erratic and Chubbz round this 
show off into an impressive line-up.  
Retired and regrouped hardcore hip hop 
crew, Tha Alcoholiks, aka Tha Liks, the 
Cali Agents with members from Rasco 
and Planet Asia, and Oakland based 
rapper, Casual will be headlining while 
on their 30 day tour from L.A.  This, like 
all Philly Phil productions should not be 
missed.  
  Presale Tickets are $15 or $20 the day 
of.  Call One Eyed Jack’s for presales 
(937)426-4300,or stop by Omega 
Records in Downtown Dayton or Toxic 
Beauty Records in Yellowsprings.  
For info text 937-825-2743 or visit 
activedayton.com.

  Katie Modras-Anible is an old art student, 
weirdo craft folk artist and experimental 
musician and performer, hangs out with 
husband Andrew and dog Jarvis- mostly. 
Loves most everything. 
Katie Anible-Modras’s blog: monasondog.
tumblr.com
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Erica Blinn with the Handsome 
Machine and Matt Monta

The Tadcasters

Part IV
 The weeks following Ivanka’s abrupt 
departure for Tiksi were empty of meaning 
for Sinisha, whose grasp on reality grew 
increasingly weak with each passing 
day. In her absence, he felt as though he 
were sleepwalking through a dreamlike 
labyrinth in which he would meet random 
acquaintances from his youth, all of whom 
counseled him to avoid crème brûlée, but 
whose mocking gestures and insolent 
vocalizations caused him to doubt their 
sincerity. On the truly bad days, he would 
feel compelled to emulsify a peccary in his 
mother’s butter churn, despite the city’s 
explicit prohibitions against the practice. 
When the urge to do so overpowered 
all internal sanctions and he engaged in 
the proscribed activity, he would feel so 
exceedingly unclean that no amount of 
hot water and scrubbing was sufficient to 
wash the shame from his sternum. Indeed, 
as his despair deepened, he would leave 
his flat only to kick the tires on Stryzhn’s 
ancient, dented Zaporozhets, which was 
parked behind an abandoned potato 
wagon beneath the apartment building.  It 
was also on those occasions that would 
pour the remains of the liquefied mammals 
into the accursed automobile’s tiny petrol 
tank—an act that provided him exquisite, 
though perverse pleasure.
  One day, while fashioning a crude funnel 
from a dated copy of Pravda in anticipation 
of fueling the Zaporozhets with his 
custom, peccarian brew, Stryzhn caught 
him in flagrante delicto, and castigated 

him soundly by anointing his cranium with 
a cocktail of gallium arsenide and drawn 
butter. Convinced that Stryzhn would 
never forgive him for this indiscretion, 
Sinisha scrupulously avoided his 
neighbor’s usual haunts, such as the local 
arboretum, where Stryzhn would from 
time to time climb the enclosure’s fence 
and cling tightly to the trunk of a majestic 
baobab tree, mimicking a large nodule of 
Inonotus heart rot and imploring curious 
onlookers to pelt him with dried herring.
  Certain that Stryzhn was plotting further 
depredations against him, Sinisha sought 
protection from Gromov, the local mafia 
boss—a thoroughly evil, though strangely 
endearing character. Two meters tall and 
as big around as a wine cask, Gromov 
habitually wore a gray, pinstriped, double-
breasted suit, purple ascot, and chukka 
boots laced with strips of skin taken 
from the upper arms of those who failed 
to meet their payment schedules. An 
aficionado of the finer things that life had 
to offer, Gromov smoked only the finest 
Carlos Toraños, and kept a living piranha 
in his parlor as a cigar cutter. Each day at 
noon, Gromov would walk his pet snake, 
a reticulated python that was tethered to 
his waist by means of a gold lanyard. The 
snake, which was as black hearted as its 
master, would hiss loudly at passersby 
and on one recent occasion had devoured 
whole the capuchin monkey of the 
neighborhood hurdy gurdy, tin cup and all. 
During the entire process, which required 
more than two hours for its completion, 
Gromov rocked back and forth on his 
heels, held court with several toadies 
who approached from the shadows to 
whisper their desperate entreaties into 
his good left ear, and smiled broadly, 
revealing two rows of sparkling, stainless 
steel teeth. When the tip of the monkey’s 
tail finally disappeared into the snake’s 
dilated mouth, Gromov flipped the organ 
grinder a 5-kopeck coin to cover the cost 
of the monkey and his anticipated weekly 
earnings. If nothing else, Gromov was the 
consummate gentleman. 

Part V
  It was on the Friday after Sinisha had 
contemplated purchasing a black market 
nematode from Gromov that the fateful 
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letter arrived from Ivanka. From its 
condition, Sinisha could tell that the letter 
had passed through many hands on its 
way to him, as it was stained with both 
high-grade sevruga caviar and overripe 
quince, and bore the unmistakable marks 
of a savage beating administered by a 
dwarf afflicted with divergent strabismus 
since the age of seven.
 Despite the letter’s serious exterior 
defects, Sinisha hoped that its contents 
would rescue him from a humiliating 
decent into madness and thus save 
him from his father’s fate—playing third 
clarinet in a Pygmalion bacchanal in the 
Louvre’s subbasement. But now, there 
was hope—hope that a wholly different 
fate awaited him—one that promised a 
life free of Trofim Lysenko’s stubborn 
rejection of Mendalian genetics, and hope 
too that his second cousin would be cured 
from her surprisingly refractory case of 
bipedalism. Yes, it would be an alternate 
future unsullied by the petty arguments 
and jealous machinations that had thus 
far characterized his time at the University, 
where lesser persons—such as his 
accursed doctoral advisor Dolgorukov—
had insisted that he remove all references 
to trichinosis from his dissertation that 
examined the effect of owl droppings 
on second-order phase transitions, and 
soundly boxed his ears with a whiffle bat 
when he refused to do so.
 Sinisha contemplated opening the 
envelope for much of the day, but was 
both frightened and intrigued at what 
it might contain.  He dallied for hours 
with the letter in his breast pocket and, 
in a successful attempt to refocus his 
attention, scored a petit victory in which 
he convinced a recently purloined side of 
beef to sell used footwear at the nearby 
flea market. The large and noisy market, 
which was only minutes from his flat, 
was widely known for the deep pools of 
sticky black mud that surrounded each 
vendor’s booth. Not surprisingly, these 
booths had become veritable islands unto 
themselves, and the entire enterprise 
resembled a miniature Venice wherein 
mud-bound patrons struggled in a frantic 
slow motion dance through the ooze, 
their obscene movements amplifying their 
overwhelming desire to strike bargains 
for such highly prized sundries as cartons 
of used, unwashed socks; unidentifiable 
plastic bits from ancient, broken radios; 
and three-legged cane-bottomed chairs 
salvaged from the insolvent estates of 
disenfranchised noodle merchants. ‘My 

heart is such a chair,’ mused Sinisha, as 
he bathed in a vat of his own perspiration 
that he had painstakingly gathered 
during the month of chronic night sweats 
he had suffered after Ivanka’s surprise 
departure. The warm, viscous liquid 
lapped at his misshapen kneecaps and 
delicate, yet bloated thighs, and he gently 
swabbed them with the tattered remnant 
of a chamois he had inherited from his 
uncle—a man whose blind adherence 
to Stalin’s agrarian-policy abominations 
had left him incontinent and afraid to 
completely bite through a wafer for fear 
of alerting the NKVD. As always, the bath 
left him relaxed, though vaguely pungent, 
and the highly astringent qualities of his 
sweat had once again pulled his navel 
nearly to his throat, where he found it to 
be a useful, though temporary container 
in which to store his dentures. 
  Sinisha was highly wary of opening 
the envelope, since Ivanka sometimes 
enclosed noxious arachnids with her 
missives, which upon being released 
would spring out and cling to his cheeks, 
nose, and forehead—where they would 
sink their tiny mandibles into his flesh, 
causing him to spin like a syphilitic waffle 
maker. Oh how Ivanka would laugh when 
he would recount his horror, her diminutive 
mouth opening wide to reveal enormous 
white teeth, which would subsequently 
clang together, causing his own incisors 
to rattle in their sockets.  Trembling, he 
tore the letter from its container.
 Sinisha inhaled deeply and held his 
breath. To his relief, the envelope 
contained only a single sheet of paper 
with the plaintive word “COME” spelled 
out in alphabet macaroni, followed by 
an address in northern Siberia. He 
recognized the address. It was the 
headquarters of the Tiksi Paleontological 
Research Institute, a place where they 
had spent many happy hours together 
carefully examining the fossilized scat of 
extinct carnivores, stealing an occasional 
kiss, and discussing Professor Govno’s 
latest theories of concupiscence in 
bifurcated molybdenum. She missed him! 
She needed him! Of course he would go to 
her! He had only to throw on his traveling 
cloak and race down to the station. He 

would purchase his ticket on the train from 
one of the irascible conductors who kept a 
meat fork in their breast pocket with which 
to exact corporeal punishment on those 
who attempted to ride black. No meat 
fork for him today. No! Today he would 
purchase not only a ticket, but also a seat 
reservation in a traveling compartment. 
This was a special day: Ivanka needed 
him again, and he would go to her 
whatever the cost.

Part VI
 The train to Vunukovo, whence he 
would fly to Tiksi, pulled out of the station 
precisely four hours late. Practically on 
time, Sinisha thought to himself, as he 
settled into his compartment, which, 
unfortunately, he found himself sharing 
with a family of eight, including a large, 
slobbering, obnoxious dog of mixed 
pedigree. Already the dog had piddled on 
his foot, and the father of the group had 
apologized to him in a condescending 
manner and even implied that somehow 
Sinisha himself was responsible for the 
dog’s toilet habits—an obvious allusion to 
his shoes, which reeked of gerbil bedding. 
Sinisha forced a smile, but silently added 
the man to his list of enemies with whom 
he would deal one day, and the day of 
reckoning would not be pleasant for them.
 After a harrowing 30-minute ride, the train 
pulled into Vnukovo station. Seething 
from the treatment he had received in the 

compartment, Sinisha stalked off in search 
of a taxicab to take him to the airport, each 
squishing step an audible and palpable 
reminder of the degrading treatment 
to which he had just been subjected. 
He recalled his vow of vengeance and 
mentally noted the license number of the 
ox cart into which the accursed family 
had piled after disembarking the train. 
The father looked up from his seat in the 
back of the cart just in time to catch the 
squinting, laser-like grimace that Sinisha 
directed at the group as his taxi departed 
the station. Squirming uncomfortably in 
his seat, the father contemplated that 
perhaps he should not have treated his 
fellow passenger with such mordant 
disdain, but dismissed the thought as an 
outmoded relic of his orthodox upbringing 
as the cart left the parking lot and bounced 
into traffic. Meanwhile, Sinisha sped 
toward the airport, his imagination filled 
with thoughts of a glorious reunion with 
Ivanka, the love of his life.

To be continued…

 Feral until approximately 17 years of age, 
Harry Kaplan was discovered in the Amazon 
rainforest by a band of Yanomamo who 
were undergoing a ritual hot stone massage 
and pedicure upon reaching their majority.  
Shunned by the tribe for his propensity 
to limbo wearing nothing but a crudely 
fashioned beaver pelt loin cloth, Kaplan 
eventually made his way to Washington 
D.C., where a team of paleobotanists at 
the Smithsonian Institution found him to 
be both mute and loquacious, depending 
on the phase of the moon. Believed to be 
afflicted since birth with a severe case of 
polysyllabic holophrastic verbalism, Kaplan 
now ekes out a meager existence ghost 
writing for George Will and Bret Stephens.
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Enjoy Ohio's Bounty!

Sinisha inhaled deeply and held his breath. To his relief, the 
envelope contained only a single sheet of paper with the 
plaintive word “COME” spelled out in alphabet macaroni, 

followed by an address in northern Siberia.
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Hello there! Its been a minute- ya bunch 
of beer nerds. I found myself a little 
overwhelmed during beer week so I had to 
sit out on the last issue. I hope everyone 
had as good of a time as I did. SO much 
good beer was drank in Dayton that week, 
it blew my mind! It was hard to keep up 
with it all! Anyway, its good to be back.
Anymore it seems I base my outlook on 
seasons by beer. For example, once all 
of the easy drinking wheats and shandys 
come out . . . it’s summer baby! Obviously, 
when the winter warmers and seasonal 
stouts start coming out- winter is right 
around the corner. But, here recently 
this has not been the case. I’m not upset 
about it really, but it does annoy me a bit 
that “seasonals” are starting to come out 
waaaay earlier than the season that it is 
actually supposed to be enjoyed in. As 
I’ve said in previous articles I love beer 
of all different types. I’ll drink the s__t out 
of a Ten Fidy (a 10.5% imperial stout by 
Oskar Blues) smack dab in the middle of 
the summer. Some think that its crazy...
no way.
With that being said, do I enjoy a spiced 
up Pumpkin Ale? Absolutely! Fall brings 
out flavor greatness from so many 
breweries. Almost all beer drinkers, craft 
and domestic alike, get down on some 
Sam Adams Octoberfest. Other awesome 
fall beers such as Breckenridges Autumn 
Ale or Abitas Pecan Harvest Ale get me 
excited to scoot up close to a fire with a 
babe- smelling all that fall goodness. BUT 
it is still early September which means we 
could easily reach 90 degrees in the late 
afternoon. Easily. 
The weather is unpredictable here in 
Ohio (as we all know) but no matter what 
happens with the weather it just doesn’t 
make sense to put a pumpkin beer on 
tap in mid August which I have seen a 
lot this year. Now I understand being an 
establishment where you want to release 
all the cool stuff before other bars or 
stores do but you need to be careful doing 
this. You don’t want to release it so early 
that you have no fall beers for fall weather. 
I’m not mad at anyone for this, hell I drank 
a Pumpking on draft last week when we 
had a bit of a chilly front. It was delicious 
and perfect for the weather. I just don’t 
want this to happen earlier and earlier 
every year just so competitive, extensive, 
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draft list bars feel the need to buy up all 
of these beers in June just to get ahead 
of the other guy which in the long run 
ruins the fun and anticipation for those 
awesome seasonal brews brewed for 
those awesome seasonal times. Seeing 
the growth in craft beer is wonderful. I’m 
glad that the little and big breweries are 
putting out more types of beers including 
seasonals. It is a beautiful thing. I can’t be 
mad about early distribution I suppose. I 
get it. I just had to rant a little.

Warlock
I know, you are probably going to call 
me a hypocrite but I am writing about a 
fall seasonal. Yep. This delicious beer 
is brewed by Southern Tier Brewing 
Company out of Lakewood, New York. 
Warlock is the fitting name for the fact that 
it is an Imperial Stout brewed with spices 
and lots of pumpkin. They based this 
brew off of their forever famous Imperial 
Pumpkin Ale named Pumpking. With 
an ABV of 8.6% and no bitterness at all 
Warlock is a pretty powerful yet subtle 
and a tasty brew. Liquor Wine Warehouse 
and Miami Wine and Liquor just got them 
a shipment. Also, Lucky’s Taproom will be 
getting a barrel of it shortly. Check it out! 
Cheers! 
Landon Shayne McKibben:
Bartender at Lucky’s Taproom & party 
supplier @ Belmont Party Supply
I enjoy beer, bud, music and singing in 
Grand Mammoth, a rock & roll band in 
Dayton. LandonDYTbeer@gmail.com



  I crawl. A mere timid Chihuahua hiding 
under the porch, squinting to see if the sun 
will destroy me as I emerge into the last of 
the dog days of summer. Perhaps (I smell 
the newer cooler air) these dog days have 
gone.  I step a few paws forward bravely 
and sniff the fryer oil on the breeze from 
the local Wendy’s.  Smells good.  Small 
consolation though (I bend my head 
in contemplation and lick my… oh, the 
surgery.  Life is a trail of scars, I tell myself 
and then admiring my own profundity 
repeat the phrase again towards the sky, 
in the direction of my Dog Star, named 
Sirius.  “Life is a trail of scars!”  I nod in 
confirmation of my own insight).  I squint 
towards the sky and talking to my star 
observe, “The dog days of summer are 
gone in this cycle again my friend Sirius.”  
I sneeze, the sun or something in the air 
always makes me sneeze.  I lick myself, 
and start again to my star.  “Sirius, it is 
you and I again old friend.  When will they 
listen to us….”  I glance at the pigtailed red 
goddess on the Wendy’s.  “Maybe only the 
three of us know, Sirius my star.”  Looking 
again at the red one with the spots on her 
face, noticing how she looks just like a 
beautiful Chihuahua I loved one summer, 
I believe she knows nothing.   She is just 
another Smiler I say to myself, and not out 
loud.  I know she smiles at everybody but 
I cannot risk losing her loving twinkle, so 
I think these things to my inner dog only, 
where only I and my Dog Star can hear 
and understand.  I say hi to her anyway, 
hi, hi, hi, many times I tell the cute red one 
who smiles.  Hi Wendy chica.  I look back 
to the blue at my shy star, “No, Sirius, you 
the Dog Star, and me the Dog … not Star 
but pretty well-known on the block if I say 
so myself … No laughs …  Only you and 
I old friend know these dog days have 
passed for this summer, but that the Dog 
Days of our Apocalypse, in those we dwell 
right here right now.
  I twitch my nose 7 times and sigh at the 
unbearable slowness of our apocalyptic 
slide.  Nothing at all like the climactic pop 
and destruction in the movies.  No, our 
apocalypse is in the details, the way the 
devil is as well.  Nobody seems to know 

what the signs look like because they 
expect them to look like an illustrated 
children’s bible or some shit.  “Ain’t that 
right Sirius!”  Twinkle. Yeah that’s right.  
You want to see Noah’s ark.  Check out 
NORA THE CAT LADY, on Wyoming 
Ave.  I know those cats.  House full of 
animals and excellent flood insurance.  
Let’s see, another sign… Pestilence.  You 
need proof of pestilence?  I sing for you.  
La Cucaracha, yip, yip, yip.  No offense 
Señorita Wendy.  Beautiful girl.  Love 
those pigtails.  Wouldn’t kick her out of bed 
for eating a Baconator, but I’m not going 
to meet her by that infested dumpster.  La 
Cucaracha, yip, yip, yip.  
  And this weather.  Climate change or 
call it what you will.  Sirius tells me that 
in the last days there will be no Weather 
Channel, replaced by reruns from the Golf 
Channel.  Their slow-motion golf swing 
analysts take over as meteorologists, 
and  the meteorologists take over as war 
correspondents, interpreting the color-
coded maps of war zones on the TV 
news, tracking the fronts, measuring the 
heat of battles.  
  As a little Chihuahua I fear the irruption 
in the flow of time, the apocalypse of my 
block, the days where there will be a 
running of the pit bulls.  Here on my block 
I see people go by and I say “Hi! hi, hi, hi, 
hi, hi!”  “Don’t you know we are in the Dog 
Days of Culture?”  I look around and see 
how everything is overgrown, overbuilt, 
overpopulated, and rancid.  These are 
the Dog Days of Culture, and they are 
begging for something to explode like a 
bottle of Windex in the sun and clean this 
slate.
  Before my … let’s call it, the “removal” 
(I lick the scars and raise my voice to my 
Dog Star), I could relate to the idea that 
everyone was excited for a big explosion 
of time, an ecstatic apocalypse, like a 
sexual-temporal thing, like a biological 
need swelling up to pop the cycle of time 
and finally get some release from this 
clock man!  Something to change the 
channel on the Prozac flow of this damned 
lazy river of time man!   I am yipping.  The 
sun is getting to me.  I could use a frosty.  

Do you hear me my red-headed delight?  
Poppa Chihuahua will be sniffing out back 
for the frosty treat!
  Some days I sneak into the cinema to 
check out the steady stream of summer 
apocalypse films.  World War Z?  I want to 
yip but I am quiet.  No, my apocalypse is in 
slow-mo man.  More radon leak than atom 
bomb.  I have no hope for the big show 
you see in the movies.  The atom bang 
and zombie drama.  As a city dog with my 
nose low to the road, I know a thing or two 
about asphalt and the end of time and I 
know Cormac McCarthy’s The Road was 
one that got it right.  A boy, his father, an 
overloaded shopping cart and its rattling 
wheels on a mountain road unwinding 
through a forest.  The setting is POST-
apocalypse, AFTER the ecstatic end 
event, the action apocalypse, has gone 
and left us to scrap for ourselves.  All The 
Road is a long span of denouement, the 
anti-climax of stretched time.  As a piece 
of cinematic apocalyptica, The Road is 
post-Messianic: the temporal structure 
that lies ahead bears no resemblance to 
the roller coaster hills and anticipation of 
our Christian era.  There is no more news 
cycle, or news spiral, just the meandering 
road to nowhere and no will to go there, 
except when forced to escape the evil of 
others.  L’enfer, c’est les autres.  I believe 
that is French for keep your hands off my 
French fries you scrapper scum.  Yip! Yip! 
Yip!
  From talking to Sirius I can tell you that 
Sirius admires the way we rehearse all 
of our ideas in film first before actually 
doing them on Earth –  a great way to 

weed out the bad and inspire the better.  
Sirius twinkled perplexedly the night it 
absorbed the light off the screen showing 
Sharknado.  It thought it admirable but 
perhaps over-thinking things a bit to be 
prepared for a whirling weather system 
containing dangerous fish.  Admirable 
anticipation, said Sirius.  Like your Boy 
Scouts say, “Be prepared”.  But like 
them, perhaps your fears of change 
have diverted you from more significant 
brotherly and sisterly pursuits. 
 Better not these days gaze at the stars.  
Sirius, the Dog Star, omniscient and high 
above, beams knowledge on demand, like 
some benevolent NSA, a magnanimous 
and sentient cell phone tower.   But today, 
tune your ear to Sirius and you might 
receive a serious shock.  With all it can 
see what would it say?  Just to hear its 
solemn tones anymore through the Sirius 
Radio XM monopoly requires a good set 
of Chihuahua ears. Hi! Hi hi hi hi Helooo! 
What would Sirius say about an Orlando 
law criminalizing giving food to the 
indigent?  What would Sirius say about its 
favorite subject, conspiracy theories of the 
right wing?  What do border walls look like 
to a star eight and half light years away?  
What would Sirius say about Syria?  
  Who can know.  I am but a Chihuahua, 
but my friend the star, he tells me things.

Poem from a Dog Star
Arbs watched whitely
Nightly, spyly
CIA with leeway.

[whisper streets]: T’is the End yo!

Encircle me TV
[a network with innuendo]
Encircle me TV
[with FOXY innuendo]: “Seven brothers 
in shipping barrels blow up the harbor. 
Chinatown floats to Ellis Island and 
monkeys, no laughs, overtake our 
evolution.”

[streets whisper]: It’s the End yo!

Answer me eyeballs
Cross to me nightfall
lights gasp—
a light gash—
All over
The End.
And then
somewhere someone’s blind sister sings
cracked falsetto popsongs
to nightingale pigeons from the crowsnest
and waits for her tugboat to come in.

Contact: Adam Mosin orgonebomb@gmail.com

The Dog Days of the Apocalypse 
                by: Adam Mosin

As a city dog with my nose low to the road, I know a thing or two about 
asphalt and the end of time and I know Cormac McCarthy’s The Road was 

one that got it right.  A boy, his father, an overloaded shopping cart and its 
rattling wheels on a mountain road unwinding through a forest.
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ADVICE: MAMA CASS

Telephone’s phrasal template word game

Dear Mama Cass,
   My boyfriend and I have had a few 
pregnancy scares and now my mom 
refuses to invite him to family functions. I 
won’t tolerate her being rude to him and 
so I’ve been skipping the events as well. 
My grandma’s 75th birthday is coming up 
and she would be so disappointed if I’m 
not there but I won’t go if my boyfriend 
isn’t welcome. What should I do?
Sincerely,
Loyal in Love

Dear Loyal,
  Pregnancy scares? That’s plural. Why 
didn’t you learn from your initial run-
in with sex education? Why aren’t you 
practicing safe sex? Doubling up on 
prophylactics is a far wiser decision than 
multiplying undesirably.
  Stop acting like a spoiled teenager. 
Your defense of love is tired and undue. 
Your mother is clearly concerned that 
you and this buffoon (anyone, including 
you, who doesn’t implement birth control 

Phobia Art Show
Clash Consignment Co, Friday September 13, 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Phobia is an art show where each participating artist chooses a different 
phobia to represent in the show. This is the fifth year for the event in seven 
years

Dayton Girls Gone Riding
University of Dayton River Campus, Saturday September 14, 8:00 AM
2013 Dayton Girls Gone Riding Cycling to end Domestic Violence. Do you like 
spending time with your girlfriends? Do you like being pampered? Can you 
pedal a bike? This is the event for you!

Becky’s New Car
The Loft Theatre, Friday September 12-29, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Becky Foster is stuck in neutral—middle aged, in middle management and a 
middling marriage—until an honest misunderstanding with a wealthy widower 
offers her the chance at an exciting double life...and she takes it. 

Cyclops Festival
Join us for the third annual Cyclops Fest! Cyclops is an epic festival of 
handmade goods, music, culture and DIY wonderfulness. We consistently 
showcase some of Ohio’s best artisans, musical acts and creative 
contemporaries.

Concours d'Elegance
Carillon Historical Park-Sunday September 15, 10:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Guests will get to see up close, 200 antique and classic automobiles and 
motorcycles, displayed on the grounds of Carillon Historical Park. 
 

Urban Nights
Downtown Dayton/Oregon District/Wright-Dunbar
Friday September 20, 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Urban Nights is a free event that showcases downtown's dining, nightlife, art, 
music, retail, urban living options and more twice a year - once in the spring 
and once in the fall. The event has been described as a huge, all-inclusive 
street party and open house for downtown, with something for everyone to 
enjoy.

after multiple brushes with pregnancy is 
a BUFFOON) might drastically alter your 
lives with poor decision-making.
Go see your family.
  Feeling too embarrassed because 
you’ve been notably absent? Good.
Humility is a great experience for the 
selfish and wayward. Apologize to 
your mother and thank her for being 
concerned. She knows more about the 
outcome of parenthood than you do. She 
deserves your respect, not your sniveling 
attempts to stand behind youthful 
impulsiveness.
  Also, you aren’t being “loyal in love”. 
You’re being stubborn and short-sighted. 
Your boyfriend might be great but his 
lack of respect for his potential to create 
babies is frightening. I’d wager that his 
ego overshadows his love for you, too. 
Drop the jerk and go volunteer at Planned 
Parenthood. You’ve got some basics to 
learn.
Best of luck,
Mama Cass

     Recipe

So you invited over the _______ for dinner but you haven’t figured out exactly what 

you’re going to cook. Well, whether you’re having an intimate date with _______ or 

trying to serve _______ people, have I got a _______ watering recipe for you! First, 

you want to get organized, make sure to pull all of the _______ out of the fridge and 

don’t forget to get your cooking area nice and _______ before you start. Now that 

we are all setup we are ready to start cooking _______. To start off, we will want to 

brown some _______ and _______ in a small pan on _______ heat. Once the 

fragrance of _______ hits the air, you know you ready to throw in some _______ 

_______. Finally, take the whole mixture and put it in your _______ degree oven for 

a _______. No matter who you are having over for dinner, they’ll be sure to want to kiss 

the _______ after trying your homemade _______. 
occupation

group of people

adjective

number

adjective

plural noun

plural noun

adjective

type of food

name

amount of time

body part

noun

plural noun

plural noun plural noun

number
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